Who's next?

Goose's closes

Establishments existing before the ordinance was enacted in 1977, such as Goose's and the Eddy Street bars, are generally unaffected. However, in the event that a bar located within 1000 feet of another bar closes down for a period of time which is deemed to be an "interruption of use" of the bar, that bar cannot reopen.

Neither Billello nor the South Bend City Attorney, Richard Hill, "The longer it gets, the easier it is to determine if use has been interrupted.

in other developments over the summer, the state Alcoholic Beverage Commission (ABC) held a hearing in Indianapolis on months concerning the localABC's decision last April not to renew the liquor license of Corby's Tavern after hearing three witnesses testified for five hours. No decision was rendered.

Another hearing is set for Thursday in Indianapolis. Members of the local ABC and residents of the northeast neighborhood around Corby's are expected to testify. The proceedings stem from charges that Corby's has served alcoholic beverages to minors in violation of Indiana law. In addition, residents of the neighborhood around Corby's said that the bar could be a profitable investment.

A South Bend building code may now prohibit Goose's from reopening as a bar. The regulation whose access is restricted by age, can be located within 1000 feet of another controlled-use establishment.

Anderson names 'mate'

WASHINGTON (AP) Patrick J. Lucey, declaring that he is "not a champion of lost causes or hopeless crusades, became independent candidate John B. Anderson's vice presidential running mate yesterday. "I believe he has a real chance to win this election," the former Democratic governor of Wisconsin said standing alongside Anderson, a Republican congressman from Illinois.

Lucey, a lifelong liberal Democrat, was selected by Anderson after weeks of a search which included other, more prominent Democrats.

In a news conference at the National Press Club, Lucey conceded, "There are some differences" between him and Anderson on some issues, including labor and proposals for federalized health care programs.

But Lucey said he was surprised more by the similarities than the differences.

From October until mid August Democratic National Convention in New York, Lucey was National Deputy Campaign manager in Sen. Edward Kennedy's unsuccessful attempt to replace President Carter as his party's presidential nominee.

Anderson has been actively working the support of Kennedy supporters disillusioned with Carter's renomination; but Lucey said he had not spoken with Kennedy about his decision to run with Anderson.

Lucey had a long association with the Kennedy family, first supporting the late John F. Kennedy for president over Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey in 1960, and then working actively for Robert Kennedy in 1968.

At the news conference Lucey said his had been "a difficult and painful decision. I remain a Democrat. I have not abandoned the Democratic Party, to which I have devoted my political life."

With his wife Jean at his side and a throng of cheering Anderson supporters in the Luncey's office, Lucey said, "John Anderson has a real chance; but Jimmy Carter has no real chance at all.

Republican Ronald Reagan's election, Lucey said, "would turn this country over to Jesse Helms and Phyllis Schlafy and the Taiwan lobby." Lucey said he expects to be a "full partner" in Anderson's campaign, appealing mainly to labor groups and urban areas.

After one unsuccessful run for governor, he was elected governor in 1971 and re-elected in 1975.

(continued on page 5)

Taiwan

Reagan : present setup OK

Republic of China last week in Beijing, the Republican presidential nominee said the contradictions were caused by "a distortion of my position that has been picked up by the Chinese press."

However, Reagan appeared to retreat from his statement in an Aug. 16 news conference that he advocates a "government-to-government relationship" with Taiwan rather than the present private foundation which now represents the United States on Taiwan.

That statement was interpreted by the official Chinese communist press as a return to a "two-China" policy that is unacceptable to the Peking government.

"I used the word 'official' — that I would favor an official relationship with Taiwan," Reagan said, adding that "the Taiwan Relations Act did not use the word 'official.' Neither does it use the word 'unofficial.'"

The Republican presidential candidate, describing the flap as a matter of semantics, (continued on page 10)

Striking polish workers win governmental concessions

GDANSK, POLAND (AP) - Jubilant strikers announced last night that the beleaguered communist government had bowed to their demand that telephone communications be restored between strike-paralyzed northern Poland and the rest of the country.

They said the abrupt reversal by government negotiators meant talks could resume today on the other economic and political demands pressed by some 150,000 striking workers at shipyards and other industries along the Baltic Coast.

Anna Walentynowicz, a strike leader, talked on telephone lines which were being restored. She said that for the first time in at least a week, a telephone call from this port city to Warsaw went through in about five minutes.

Earlier, negotiators broke down when the government refused to restore telephone and telex communications.

It was seen as another major concession by Communist Party leader Edward Gierek, who had fired his premier and a number of other top officials Sunday in an effort to appease the striking workers.

The government changed its stand after workers vehemently refused to continue negotiations until there was full telephone service. Lezek Walesa.
A Libyan warship forced the closing of a Texaco offshore oil rig in the Mediterranean Sea by sailing up to the drilling platforms and threatening oilmen with repatrials for allegedly working illegally in Libyan waters, company officials said yesterday. The rig is on the Medina bank south of Malta, an area claimed by the Libyan People's Socialist Republic of Malta, off the continental shelf, and Libya refuses to recognize Malta's right to drill there. But after a seven-year suspension of drilling, Malta received a go-ahead for renewed exploration. Texaco, which sub-contracted with Italy's state energy concern, Eni, to drill (N.D.2), took no action to work. After the reported Libyan threats last week, $22,500 was shut down the venture until the dispute can be settled, officials said.

Direct air service between the U.S. and mainland China was opened up to proposals from U.S. airlines by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) yesterday for the first time since 1949. The Board said it was acting in anticipation of negotiations succeeding this fall between the United States and the People Republic of China on an air service agreement. The talks have been underway since April. Flights from the United States will initiate in New York, with stops at San Francisco, Honolulu, Japan, Shanghai and Peking, the Board said. The CAB said a second route may be agreed on later.

Republican tax cut calls are not the way to fight the current recession and future downturns in the economy, according to Congressional economic experts. The Joint Economic Committee in a report issued Sunday, are "hit-or-miss" reactions that treat recessions as "short-term emergencies. The panel said strong growth through the long-term view, including raising all of a proposed tax cut next year to increase productivity, restructuring job programs to provide workers with the skills likely to be needed in the 1980s, and the potential for tax cuts to have private industry hire untrained workers and get school dropouts back to the classroom.

The House voted 365-7 yesterday declare it a "national commitment" to complete a demonstration nuclear fusion power plant by the end of the century. The bill, which now goes to the Senate, envisions an ultimate stration nuclear fission power plant by the end of the century. The House has approved the bill.

Crumbling bricks, falling glass and a spreading zipper snake lighted on route to the kitchen aren't exactly adding up to a four-star rating for the English grade-school cafeteria. In fact, conditions at the cafeteria don't improve, children may be kept out of school altogether, warns one mother, who calls it "the worst mistreatment of children I've ever seen."

Last week a spreading zipper snake reportedly was killed on the steps leading down to the cafeteria. Principal John Willis said the snake was merely searching for cooler quarters, however, his explanation failed to satisfy many irate parents, especially for fresh, the question was a good one. At least it was a bit less trite and predictable. Indeed, he didn't think the Story comes out on Saturday in the Observer?

"How was your summer?" had a two-pronged validity this year. The distinction of being the most-asked question among returning dementors. The upshot this year was: "Where's The Observer?" And adding: "And especially, for freshmen, the question was a good one. At least it was a bit less trite and predictable. Indeed, he didn't think the Observer would come out on Saturday in the Observer?

Well, the purpose of this column is to get right to the subjective point of issues on campus, so you can throw out the theories which blamed our taxwriters on "heavy parring" or diversionary dunes trips. The first few issues are usually more than a little bit rocky due to the defections of session and the second thoughts of heavy sleepers, but the issue that never was last Saturday had a different nomenclature.

The Observer has computerized a large part of its operations, and a lot of people expected an overnight lightning-quick trans­ition to the 21st century. It didn't happen that way. This writer and many of my associates were too busy playing with terminals and printers at the time when the computer salesmen told everybody not to expect miracles overnight.

Miracles didn't come Friday night when we were laying out the paper, and I'm not going to promise any for the near future. But the computer system, given the time to be worn in and learned by the staff, should en­able us to present you with a more timely, accurate, and an­thetically-pleasing product each weekday.

In fact, with the potential for speeded word processing and design encompassed in our system, we are even tentatively considering publishing Saturday editions on football weekends.

Basically — and the computer experts on the staff are probably going to shoot me for this description — our system consists of four major components:

**Student football ticket distribution**

Seniors who have purchased season football tickets for the upcoming season may pick up their tickets today at the second­floor ticket windows of the ACC. Juniors may receive their tickets computer terminals where stories are written and edited; the central computer unit which is essentially the heart of the setup; a printer which enables both the business and editorial department to print up hard copy of computer read-outs; and the word processor which translates all stories done on the computer into type ready for layout.

Pretty straightforward! In the­ory, yes. In practice, not quite. Each of the systems have dif­ferent operating programs, and just like four people speaking different languages, the com­puters require translating com­mands which tie everything to­gether.

Command translation for the interface between components was a large part of the difficulty with the first issue. Some human error was involved, but in all, the dry run of the system hope­fully has served to remove the remaining kinks.

Granted, the issue that wasn't didn't exactly break time re­cords, but you do have to give us credit for delivering our first issue — and I might add, a very respectable one — before many students even arrived on cam­pus. Computerization is a big step for an independent news­paper, especially when we paid for, installed, programmed, and operate the entire system with absolutely no assistance finan­cially or otherwise from the University.

Not every college student is a computer whiz, but we're learn­ning. You may or may not be seeing the first edition. Although much of the work we've been doing is strictly be­hind-the-scenes in nature, we hope that in the future you, the reader, will be appreciating our step forward. Just don't be look­ing for a giant leap right away.

**Wygant Floral CO. Inc.**

**Queen's Castle and the Knights**

**LET THE STAFF AT QUEEN'S CASTLE GET YOU READY FOR SCHOOL WITH OUR**

**"BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL"**

---

**Partly cloudy today through tomorrow** with a 30 percent chance of rain both nights. Highs today in the mid 80s. Lows tonight in the mid 60s. Highs tomorrow in the low 80s.
SANDOCK’S FURNITURE & CARPET-WAY

ONE OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST!
CARPET REMNANT SALE

SALE HOURS:
WEEKDAYS 10 'TIL 9 PM
SATURDAY 10 'TIL 5:30
SUNDAY, 1 'TIL 6 PM

ALL CARPET REMNANTS
... of all 1st quality LEES and CABIN CRAFTS carpeting

A PANDEMONIUM OF VALUE!
A RAVELY OF SAVING!

Colonial Lees! Thruic Cabin Crafts! The warehouse houses of these giants were glutted with remnants, loaded with roll-ends, pieces accumulated from their greatest season ever, in such profusion as to throttle their operations near-competely. They had to sell and sell quickly - and that's when "CARPET-WAY" stepped in. With a dramatic, hard cash wipe-out offer, we bought every single piece we could at bare rock-bottom - and now we pass the savings on to you!

PERFECT FOR • • •
BEDROOMS
BATHROOMS
KITCHENS
BASEMENTS

BUY NOW FOR • • •
FLOORS
WALLS
STEPS
DECKS

SAF! UP TO 78% OFF

CHOOSE FROM 1700 PIECES!

PLEASE - NO DEALERS

EVERY STYLE IMAGINABLE
Shag, twist, plush, loop, berber, cut/un-cut, mini-level, figured

BRING YOUR ROOM SIZES
Shop on these values on the spot

LEES - CABIN CRAFTS QUALITY
Our Country's finest, most famous mills

DELIVERY AVAILABLE
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

IDEAL FOR • • •
TRAILERS
COTTAGES
CLOSETS
STATION WAGONS

PERFECT FOR • •
DORMITORIES
APARTMENTS
STUDY ROOMS
ANY ROOMS

OTHER REMNANT GROUPS NOT LISTED

* EVERY COLOR IMAGINABLE

SANDOCK’S CARPET-WAY

310 N.WAY BETWEEN N.D. AND SRT, MARYSVILLE
NORTH TO SANDOCK’S, ON SAME SIDE OF HWAY AS N.D.

50760 U. S. 31 North
South Bend, Indiana... next door to Sandock’s Furniture
Confused Miami gunman kills two, wounds another

MIAMI (AP) — As hundreds of people looked on, a 35-year-old man shot and killed two men at a minor league baseball game and wounded another in what apparently was a case of mistaken identity, police said.

The incident occurred Monday between games of a doubleheader between the Miami Orioles and the Fort Lauderdale Yankees, both members of the Florida State League. About 524 people were attending the game, team officials said.

Police said Jose Tomas-Perez was arrested and charged with two counts of murder, one count of attempted murder and one count of the use of a firearm in the commission of a felony. Miami homicide Detective Jimmy Beall said the gunman entered Miami stadium about 9:27 p.m. and approached Jose Angel Garcia, 45, who was standing in an aisle with his small son ready to leave, the policeman said.

Then the man drew a .38-caliber revolver and fired, grazing Garcia’s neck, Beall said.

They probably attempted to stop him physically,” Beall said.

The gunman opened fire on the unarmed men, the detective said. Huntoon died at the scene and Matanis died minutes later at Jackson Memorial Hospital, police said.

“It all, happened so fast. The fans didn’t have a chance to react,” said Bob Wild, executive director for the Miami Orioles, who tried to revive one of the dying men with mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. “I’m kind of shocked by the thing.”

Tomas-Perez was arrested at his home nearby, Beall said. The second game of doubleheader proceeded without incident after a five-minute delay while police examined the site of the shooting, Wild said.

Earn BIG Bucks!
Be an Observer layout person
Call Ann at 8661 or 7471

ANNOUNCING
THE
STEPAN MALL
in the STEPAN CENTER
from 9-5
Thurs., Aug 28 & Fri, Aug 29

furniture  plants  art prints  appliances  lumber  carpets ... and more
Don’t Miss It!

Sponsored by the Student Union Services Commission
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**Bold attacks haunt elderly**

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) - At least 16 times this summer, young assailants have invaded the homes of Evansville's old people, causing significant physical and emotional damage for very little gain.

Police investigators say they have no real explanation for the rapid increase in the crimes. But as long as the young continue to prey on the old, the elderly are forced to change the way they live.

"The problem is, they (old people) were raised in a different era—when a handshake meant something and everybody was trustworthy," said Sgt. Clarence Shepard of the Evansville Police Department.

No longer. "I used to be really friendly with a lot of neighborhood youths, but they soon turned on me and have made several unsuccessful attempts to break into my house," said resident Marian Hudson.

"They have made me so afraid that I have made my house criminal proof and I don't befrend anyone anymore."

Another elderly woman bought a gun and paid a man to show her how to use it. "It helps knowing I can use it if I have to, but my real worry is that I'll be burglarized again and have the need to use it," she said.

Most residents are hoping common sense will insure their safety. "I'm not worried as long as I do what I'm supposed to do," a West Side resident says. "I keep the doors locked at all times and I never answer to anyone I don't know."

Police inspector Richard Tenbarge said the nature of the assaults plaguing inner city residents has intensified the problem.

"He said the elderly usually are assaulted during the day, by young boys whose neat appearance is disarming to their victims."

"They know something about their victims. They know they are old and not able to defend themselves," Tenbarge added. "They are taking advantage of the situation with one or both of their parents working—no one really knows what they are doing and where they are."

Tenbarge said police are making headway, and have received information from people claiming to know youths involved in some of the incidents.

Meanwhile, authorities are advising the city's elderly to install dead-bolt locks on all outside doors, to take precautions while doing errands involving cash, and to watch out for their neighbors.

---

**Millions start class as integration drags**

by The Associate Press

Legal wrangling over integration programs drags on in scattered cities across the country as millions of children get ready for the opening of school next month.

In some places, the court arguments involve suits filed years ago. In Detroit and Dallas, cases are pending that started in 1970 are still unsettled.

An Associated Press spot check also showed that several cities are implementing new programs in an effort to carry out court orders to integrate classrooms.

The Kansas City, Kan., school district is expanding a busing program that began three years ago. The Los Angeles board of education has asked the state Supreme Court to overturn a lower court order involving wide-spread busing.

About 27,000 of the 224,000 students in the Detroit school system already are bused to class, and an appeals court has ruled the program should be expanded.

Complicating the Detroit case is a dispute about who should preside and an argument about whether Hispanic students should be considered members of a minority group under the integration plan.

Dallas public schools are operating under an integration order issued by U.S. Judge William Taylor in 1976. But the legal arguments continue. Magnet schools—those designed to draw students voluntarily—are the focus of new integration efforts in Buffalo, N.Y. The changed date to a 1976 ruling in which U.S. District Judge John T. Curtin found the school board and the city's Common Council guilty of maintaining segregated school system.

---

**YOUR FATHERS MUSTACHE**

Family Hairstyling Center

**GREAT STYLES FOR GREAT PEOPLE**

**INTRODUCTORY OFFER**

$5.00 OFF ANY PERM OR BODY WAVE BY APPOINTMENT MON—THUR 10-4 EXPIRES 9-15-80

**UNIVERSITY PARK MALL**

HOURS: MON—SAT 10 AM - 9 PM

APPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDED 277-3770

---

**Refrigerators**

dorm room size

students rates

**CALL TAYLOR RENTAL**

277-2190

1427 N. Ironwood

---

**WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!**

Oil change, filter & lube special
5 qts. 10W-30 oil

ATLAS oil filter Lubrication

ONLY '11

**Dick's STANDARD SERVICE**

WRECKER & ROAD SERVICE

1102 South Bend Ave. 234-0707

Dick Krak-owner

FREE CAR WASH

Member American Oil Motor Club

We are affiliated w/ AAA towing service
Court fines local officials

by the Associated Press

In a rare joint session, the Indiana Supreme Court joined forces with the State Court of Appeals to fine a Daviess County Judge and the Pike County Prosecutor for contempt.

Chief Justice Richard Givan said Daviess Circuit Judge James Arthur, Pike County Prosecutorerry McGaughn, and Attorney Thomas Grey were fined $500.

Monday on Contempt charges stemming from the two-year old custody battle involving divorced parents for a 12 year old girl.

The actions of the judge, prosecutor, and attorney did not merit further by the disciplinary commission or the commission on judicial qualifications, Given said.

On June 18 the two courts ordered Karl Lemond of Pike County to grant custody of his daughter Michelle to her mother, Mrs. Jeanne McCormick. Mrs. McCormick appeared before Pike Circuit Judge James Richardson on June 6 to officially gain custody of her daughter. She faced a prosecution petition that sought to make Michelle a ward of the court, filed by McGaughn.

After that petition was filed, Richardson disqualified himself and named Arthur as special Judge in the case.

Court documents allege Arthur, McGaughn, Lemond, and Gray, Lemond’s lawyer conspired to circumvent the order of Appeals court.

Judge Givan ruled Lemond not guilty of the contempt charge because he was acting on the advice of his lawyer.

In another ruling, the state Appeals Court found that Butler University qualifies for a special tax exemption on the rental income of its real estate, based on an Indiana law dating back to 1850.

Second District Judge Patrick Sullivan ruled that the 1850 legislature approved Butler’s charter, which stipulates that Butler’s income produced property is tax exempt, provided that the income was used to maintain the University’s own itself.

Sullivan reversed an earlier decision which denied the exemption.

Hammond pollution spans rainbow

HAMMOND, Ind. (AP) - Federal officials say 15,000-cubic-foot mounds of asbestos pose a health threat to residents and workers, and they’re filing suit against an east Chicago refinery and a demolition operator who they say created the piles.

Meanwhile, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is trying to discover who dumped raw sewage into Lake Michigan. The sewage caused a bacteria count 50,000 times higher than the permissible limit and resulted in the closing of Chicago beaches last week.

EPA officials say they are investigating Indiana lakefront communities, including Hammond, Gary and Michigan City, in their efforts to find the source of the pollution.

Chicago’s Metropolitan Sanitary District charged last week that Hammond was responsible for the pollution, which included grease balls as long as a foot in diameter. But Joseph A. Perry, managing engineer of the Hammond Sanitary District, said it was unlikely.

Citis Service Oil Co., along with Lloyd Hodges of east Chicago, a demolition firm, were charged Monday for their handling of asbestos at a refinery demolition site, the EPA Region 5 Director John Quincey said.

The suit, filed in U.S. District Court in Hammond, charges asbestos stripped from the refinery and piled in mounds is the inevitable.

The suit seeks a halt to demolition activities, a plan to remove asbestos from the site, weekly progress reports and a bond to ensure proper cleanup.

The site was inspected by the EPA (continued on page 8)
Steelmakers raise prices

PITTSBURGH (AP) - More of the nation's largest steel companies said yesterday that they will eliminate competitive price discounts on some products and raise base prices on others.

Armco Steel Co., the seventh-largest U.S. steelmaker, was the only one to eliminate discounts without raising base prices.

The discounts, offered "strictly for competitive reasons," had averaged a deduction of $25 per ton, a Armco spokesman said.

Pittsburgh-based National Steel Corp., said that effective with shipments Oct. 1, it will rescind the temporary allowances off list price for flat rolled products.

National Steel, fourth-largest in the domestic industry, said it will increase prices on carbon and high strength plates effective with shipments of Oct. 5.

The nation's fifth-largest steelmaker, based in Bethlehem, Pa., announced a slight increase to accommodate the auto industry. Inland Steel said the price changes were necessitated by "unceasing cost pressures," although a company spokesman declined to elaborate.

National Steel did not offer an explanation for its price adjustment.

Bethlehem Steel Corp., initiated the latest round of pricing increases this week, as certain pilings and plates.

Bethlehem also said it would cancel, as originally planned, a 4% price reduction on sheet and special quality carbon and alloy bars. The rollback, announced July 3 to match similar cuts by competitors, will be allowed to expire Sept. 30.

The nation's second-largest steelmaker, based in Gdansk, Poland, attributed the increases to "relentless cost pressures."

When you need big favors you ask good friends.

When you ask good friends for a favor, you know what they're going to say. So you tell them you're moving again and then wait for the groans to stop. They may not like the idea, but you know they're going to be there.

When you're finished, these people are going to deserve something special. Tonight, let it be Löwenbräu.
Mine safety conference brings unions and companies together

BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP) — Officials of the United Mine workers of America and coal companies gathered here today for a mine safety conference expected to show the new cooperation between these old rivals.

Sam Church, UMWA President and a former southwest Virginia coal miner, was scheduled to deliver the keynote address at today's opening session of the 11th annual institute on Coal Mining Health, Safety and Research at Virginia Tech.

Other scheduled speakers were Herbert Buchwald, Canadian health and safety official; John Schroder Jr., a coal group vice president of U.S. Steel; and undersecretary of Labor John Gentry.

Between those highly-publicized speakers are scheduled presentations by scores of mine company officials, government and academic researchers and union leaders on mining safety.

Topics on the agenda include sessions of ventilation of mine dust and methane gas, risk reduction, mine equipment, noise abatement and prevention of mine roof cave-ins.

Although technical lectures on mine safety are the official focus of the three meetings, it also serves as a public forum for industry leaders.

Church's 270,000-member union in the past has had a hostile attitude toward coal companies, with whom they frequently share the spotlight at the conference.

At a UMWA executive board meeting this month in the Virginia coal town of Lebanon, Church said he might seek extension of the UMWA contract with coal companies next year if a settlement is near.

Last year at the conference here, former UMWA President Arnold Miller also said he was confident the '961 contract could be reached without the hostility and violence of the 111-day UMWA strike of 1977.

At that same conference, a major coal company official predicted the future of the coal industry would be one of heightened cooperation free of past labor strife.

With the increasing emphasis on production of coal, especially from the Appalachian coalfields; miners and mine management may strike an even more friendly pose this year.

Church has said the coal industry will be helped by synthetic fuel programs, conversion to coal by oil-burning utilities and increased shipments of coal to foreign markets.

...Hammond

(continued from page 6)

investigators Aug.6 during a joint governmental task force effort to identify hazardous waste dump sites in northwest Indiana, McQuire said.

"It is the second such situation to be referred to the courts by t.PA resulting from the joint effort which began on July 28, 1980," he said.

The previous suit was filed against Ken Industries of Hammond on Aug. 1, and sought a cleanup of hazardous wastes and a temporary restraining to stop operations at the industrial site.

Both suits were filed under Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

The task force is comprised of the t.PA, the Indiana State Board of Health, Gary and Hammond Air Pollution Control Divisions, Lake, Porter and LaPorte County Boards of Health, Northwest Indiana Regional Planning Commission, and applicable sheriff and police departments and prosecuting officers.

...After

This freshly shorn ROTC member shows off his ears. (photo by Greg Maurer)
have lodged complaints about the noise and litter emanating from the bar. Corby’s Tavern Industries (CTI), Inc., the owner of Corby’s has maintained in its own defense that minors have entered the bar using falsified identification and therefore Corby’s is not in violation of the law.

“Our position is predicated upon the fact that we have never violated any laws of the City of South Bend, St. Joseph’s County, of the State of Indiana,” said CTI representative Harold Rowley.

“We’re operating on the premise that we will be open for the entire school year,” said Corby’s manager Jim Meyers. “We’ll be here.”

---

### New construction pictorial

Pictured above is the latest addition to WNDU-TV’s array of news-gathering equipment, the SkyCam. In the background, the partially-completed women’s dormitories can be glimpsed. At left is the south entrance to the recently-completed Snite Museum of Art. (Both photos by John Macor)

---

### NDSU Refrigerator Rentals

**PLACE:** Stepan Mall

[IN THE STEPHAN CENTER]

**TIMES:** Thursday and Friday, Aug 28 & 29, 9-5.

See our NEW model: **“TRAVEL - FRIDGE”**

**LARGE** (4.6 cu): $50.00

**SMALL** (3.2 cu): $35.00

*plus Deposit* rental fee includes both semesters

---

**NOTRE DAME MAKES THE TOP 20**

**IN SPORT MAGAZINE'S PRE-SEASON FOOTBALL PREVIEW.**

Who’s Reaching for the Top?

What Teams are the Rising Stars?

Where Will You Find the Surprises?

How the Season Shapes Up in College Football

It’s All in the Colorful, Exciting September

**SPORT ON-SALE NOW!**

---

**EREMIAB Sweeney's**

EATING DRINKING & OTHER PLEASANTRIES

**LUNCH**

Mon.-Sat. 11:00 - 4:30

**DINNER**

Mon.-Thurs. 5:00 - 10:00

Fri.-Sat. 4:30 - 12:00

Sun. 12:00 - 10:00

**Prime Rib Dinner**

*FREE* Theater ticket

**PHONE 277-6368**

ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY PARK MALL ON GRAPE ROAD
Red China lusted after Taiwan

Steady overtures

Peking (AP) — While Americans reopen the debate over the “two Chinas,” the Peking government is quietly pursuing its goal of reunification with Taiwan through a steady stream of official overtures and appeals to the Nationalist-governed island.

Communist China’s hopes for peaceful reunification are one reason Peking’s leaders have reacted sharply to Republican presidential candidate Ronald Reagan’s statements about maintaining official relations with both China and Taiwan.

In the past year, China has proposed resumption of direct mail, shipping and telecommunications between the mainland and the prosperous island, 100 miles off its coast, where Chiang Kai-Shek set up a nationalist government in 1949 after the communists won the Chinese civil war.

China says that if Taiwan and its 17 million people rejoin the homeland under one flag, it will be able to retain its social and economic systems, its relations with other countries and even its armed forces.

The Taiwan government — under Chiang’s eldest son, Chiang Ching-Kuo — has been either denouncing these overtures as “tricks” or ignoring them.

Recently the mainland Air Force commander proposed to Taiwan that their two governments combine their airpower to fight “foreign aggression” — a reference taken to mean the Soviet Union.

Last spring, China officially dropped import duties on Taiwan-made goods entering China, saying duties are not necessary since Taiwan is a “province of China.” The two conduct trade through third countries.

Unofficial reports say about $25.7 million in Taiwan-made goods were imported by China through Hong Kong and other ports during the first three months of 1980. China reportedly exported $19 million worth of goods to Taiwan in the period, much of it medicine and herbs.

Aside from pushing economic detente, China also seeks contact with the Taiwanese in other countries when they come together at scientific seminars, sports or other events.

And in keeping with its drive for reunification, China widely publicizes such contacts in the mainland press. Last May in Costa Rica and more recently in France, mainland and Taiwan-ese scientists exchanged greetings and views, according to press reports.

The communists government frequently invites Taiwanese to visit the mainland. Last spring, it asked Taiwan’s baseball, softball and track teams to visit but Taipei turned down the invitations.

Unofficial visits do take place, however, involving individuals on both sides who want to see their families. The extent of such travel is not known.

Although China has not ruled out the use of force to achieve its goal of reunification, the tone of the overtures is pacific and at times enticing.

...Reagan, Bush

(continued from page 1)

emphasized that he has never advocated renewing diplomatic relations with Taiwan.

He also said that the U.S. relationship with the Peking government should “develop and strengthen in the years ahead.”

In what appeared to be a conciliatory gesture toward the Chinese government, which gave Bush a cool reception, Reagan pledged to work with all Asian countries “to stand firm against aggression or a search for hegemony which threatens the peace of stability of the area.”

“Search for hegemony” is a phrase used by the Peking government to refer to the threat of Soviet aggression in the area.

Reagan said he stands by the Taiwan Relations Act, which he described as “an act passed by Congress that creates an agency or an institute, manned with government personnel, funded with government money.”

Reagan’s chief foreign policy adviser, Richard Allen, also conceded that Reagan was “clarifying” if not backing down from — statements last week and during the primary campaign about relations with Taiwan.

At the joint news conference with Bush, Reagan read a nine-page statement aimed at reconciling the apparent contradictions between their comments during the past week.

Bush also said they were in agreement, drawing a distinction in various past statements between “governmental relations” and “government-to-government relations.”
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Take my wife (or husband), please

Art Buchwald

Russian fights unemployment

Alekxis Rubulis

One unique opportunity available at Notre Dame is the ability to study Russian. At present, students who are graduated from college with even limited knowledge of Russian are becoming successful in a very competitive job market. The individuals who are interested in Russian fights unemployment.
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WASHINGTON - With all the bad news on the front pages lately, there was good news for my husband, William. He got up a few weeks ago. The Massachusetts Supreme Court said that a wife cannot sue her husband for negligence if he did a lousy job shoveling snow and ice off the sidewalk in front of their house.

The case, and I did not make it up, concerned a Shirley Brown of Wakefield, Mass., whose husband William got up at 7 a.m. on Dec. 21, 1978, and shoveled the sidewalk. At about 8 a.m., Mrs. Brown left the house and slipped on the shoveled sidewalk, breaking two pelvic bones.

Mrs. Brown charged that William was "careless and negligent in the maintenance of the sidewalks and failed to leave them in a safe condition for her wife." She also maintained that the fact it was part of her husband's duties and responsibilities to keep walks clear and to spread sand and prevent them from getting slippery.

For years courts have been refusing to hear such cases because the situation is not within the jurisdiction of the law. The Supreme Court, however, this past summer, made the case that it was part of her husband's duties and responsibilities to keep walks clear and to spread sand and prevent them from getting slippery.
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The Art of Verbal Self-Defense; Saying a Mouthful

Molly Wouffe

Why Didn't I Say That? Donald Carroll Franklin W. 1980 $7.95

You do that just to upset me! It's working?

What makes you think so, f Dysface?

When Donald Carroll talks, people don't just listen. They shut up and sink away to a dark corner.

Carroll, a former terror of British radio and TV (famous for raptor-like repartee with the likes of former Prime Minister Harold Wilson) is now un­
shackling the trade secrets of returning snappy answers to conversational 
backs to dumb questions, insults, and 
ass. His new book, Why Didn't I Say That, outlines his tech­ 
niques, as well as providing readers with 118 pages of examples of come­ 
backs to dumb questions, insults, and 
ags.

(His last book, Dear Sir, Drop Dead, was a collection of the world's most absurd hate mail).

According to Carroll, we are often at the mercy of a situation because we hear what we were used of what they say. Explode the gap between what is said and what is meant and you can send that clod at the next 
party - the one who keeps spilling beer on you as he insists you've met

---

Dear Sir,

Got the idea? Other examples:

Don't you think you've had enough to drink?

before - courting behind the leg.

For example: Can't we be friends? Sure, provided we make friends first. I think I'd be happier if we stayed 

compatriots.

Got the idea? Other examples:

---

Chinese Horoscopes Reveal Fate

Once upon a time, the ancient Chinese believed, the great Buddha summoned all the animals of the world to appear before him, promising them rich rewards if they would obey him. But when the time came, only twelve animals answered his call, so Buddha honored them by devoting a year to each of them. That time, every man and woman has taken on the characteristics of the animal which dominates the year of his birth.

This legend springs the Chinese horoscope. Unlike its Western counterpart, it is based on a 12-year rather than 12-month cycle, each year is symbolized by the Chinese zodiac sign, and every individual born under the sign assumes the characteristics and fortunes of his animal. Since the Chi­

nese conception of good and bad animals differs considerably from that of the West, some of the character traits of many of the signs are very surprising. For instance, who would have thought of a rat as a seductive intellectual, or of a snake as a well­
hed, self-critical. He is a bad and vicious 
loser. 

The Rat Rats are quick-witted, high­
bred, subtly humourous philosopher? 

The Bull In contrast to the Rat, the 
Bull is an intellectual, or of a snake as a well­
progressive drive frequently get them 
trouble. Best match for a Rat is with a 

The Dragon Dragons are the ath­
thletes of the zodiac: strong-willed and 
charismatic in front of crowds, his 
confidence vanishes when he is alone. 

Inappropriate and egotistical, horses have 
no time for problems that do not directly concern them. Goats, dogs, 
tigers and roosters are the best mates for the 

The Horse The Horse is the quint­
essential extrovert: strong-willed and 
charismatic in front of crowds, his 
confidence vanishes when he is alone. 

The Monkey The Monkey is the 
problem solver of the zodiac; he 
tackles any situation calmly and sens­
ibly. He often achieves wealth by 

The Rooster bye-catching and en­
tertaining, generous, and creative, 

The Dog The Dog is discreet and 
helpful, generous, dependable, loyal 
and dignified. He is a worrier and pessimist who can be obstinant, cy­

A rebel (frequently wit­

The Tiger A rebel (frequently wit­

The Cat Cats are the most com­
panionable of the signs. Traditional, 
well-bred and peace-loving, they un­
hinder and peace-loving, they un­

For example: Can't we be friends? Sure, provided we make friends first. I think I'd be happier if we stayed

The Goat The best playboys, cour­
tersans and gigueons are Goats; they are the most pleasure-loving of the signs. They are great believers in religion and the 


The Year of the Tiger: 1922, 1934, 1946.


The Year of the Tiger: 1922, 1934, 1946.


St. Ed’s tradition goes up in smoke

By Tom Jackson and Bruce McFerren Staff Reporters

Though it is missing its top floor, and its insides have been reduced to a bare wooden frame and stripped of its residents, St. Ed’s Hall will not be missing from the University’s roster of halls as a result of the June 25 fire it endured.

Instead, the spirit of the hall can only increase while the structure is being rebuilt, according to Rector Fr. Mario Pedi. In the interim, however, St. Ed’s will exist only in name, while its students set up temporary quarters in the study lounges of Grace and Plamier Halls and in one wing of Columbia Hall (see adjacent story).

Last night, Fr. Pedi held his first meeting with all St. Ed’s students in the basement of Plamier Hall. He stressed the necessity of maintaining unity, which he plans to do through weekly masses in the Log Chapel, continues of the hall’s intramural teams, and use of available party space for hall gatherings.

Fr. Pedi theorizes that workers working on the hall’s fire escapes sent off sparks which went hard into the highly flammable attic, igniting the fire. Within 10 minutes, the blaze was out of control. Fr. Pedi, the hall’s only summer resident, was in class at the time.

Fr. Pedi sensed several different reactions after meeting with all of his students. "Anger," he said, was one. "Twenty workmen couldn’t control it, and it was out of control in 10 minutes, in broad daylight. What would have happened if it had occurred at 3:00 in the morning, with students in the hall? We’d’ve lost some lives."

Reconstruction is next, but although workers will finish cleanup tomorrow, Security Director Glenn Terry says renovation is complete and a plan for rebuilding the upper floor is completed. Donald Dedrick, director of Physical Plant, said that could be as early as October 1.

At one point, it was rumored that the University wished to house students in the salvageable portions of the hall, since only the now destroyed fourth floor was completely beyond repair. Reportedly, the insurance company employed by Notre Dame vetoed that plan. No formal loss figure has been announced pending resolution of coverage conflicts.

Terry commented that the University has not yet chosen between two alternate plans for the hall: either an exact reconstruction, or a modernized three-story version. For this, the annex at the rear of the dorm would first be torn down. He added that a newer version would have the advantage of increased fire safety, but that a final decision will depend mainly on the specifications made in the upcoming insurance settlement.

Fr. Pedi would like to see an exact reconstruction of the hall, adding that University architects are also enthusiastic about this. He feels that with the hall in its present state, stripped of brick and plaster, modernized fire safety devices can be installed.

Optimistically, Fr. Pedi hopes that students can move back in before the end of the second semester this year, so that seniors can graduate from St. Ed’s as well as from the University. Tomorrow, when he conducts a tour of the hall with its 98 former residents, perhaps they can determine whether that timetable is at all feasible.
Friends say: 'Let's stick together'

by Mary Free Callahan
Senior Staff Reporter

The spirit of St. td's is still very much alive through its former residents despite the tragedy of a charred dormitory.

The dorm's residents, now housed in study lounges in Grace and Flanner halls and rooms in a wing of Columba Hall (the wing is now called Vincent Hall), expressed mixed feelings yesterday over their current living situations.

Though the towers' study lounges are spacious even when converted to triple and quad, and the rooms in Vincent are "nice," students felt major adjustment lies in not being able to see their hallmates as easily.

Knocking on a door to visit a hallmate is now no longer possible; St. td's students must either climb stairs, opt for elevators, or take a distant walk.

In the case of the Vincent Hall residents, students must take account the fact that "they are guests in a brothers residence," according to rector Fr. Mario Pedi.

Pedi has cautioned the Vincent Hall residents to "be considered..." The hall, consisting of primarily freshmen, has adopted a rather optimistic attitude in the new situation.

"It's like a family over here," a resident commented.

"There's only 20 people to know." Other residents shared this opinion.

Reactions from St. td's residents being housed in the towers differed slightly. One resident said he found it difficult to accept losing his "fringe friends." He explained that he knew several freshmen primarily as acquaintances but was looking forward to getting to know them better this year.

With students scattered around the campus, only close friends will be easily accessible. All residents in their varied locations did say that Pedi has made a noble effort to keep friends together in the temporary housing situations.

It is still unclear, however, just how temporary the housing will be. Rumors have circulated that St. td's students can move back in their dorm come spring; others say renovation will not be completed and ready for students until next fall.

Some students said the reason for the uncertainty is tied to the insurance company which carried the dorm's policy. There is still some uncertainty as to whether or not the burnt fourth floor will be rebuilt or an annex will simply be added to compensate for the lost floor.

Though the question does arise of how a hall can retain its spirit when its residents are physically separated, students viewed the situation as optimistically as possible.

Similar to Shakespearean hero, toughened by tragedy, residents believe that their separation will ironically unify them.

"We're still going to have interhall sports, and Fr. Pedi has really made it clear that there will still be a hall council and meetings," a resident said.

Tower residents, now affected by additional boarders and a lack of study lounges, appear to make the best of the situation.

While residents have grumbled about "no study lounges," St. td's residents have found their towermates as Columba Hall brothers quite the hospitable hosts.

"People have been coming in and introducing themselves. They're really making an effort for us. I know they realize that this situation is the best we can do," a resident said.

All residents view themselves as proverbial refugees — temporarily away from home and their brothers quite the hospitable hosts.
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"People have been coming in and introducing themselves. They're really making an effort for us. I know they realize that this situation is the best we can do," a resident said.
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Governors urge end of embargo

CHICAGO (AP) - Gov. Charles Thorne of Nebraska recommended yesterday that the Midwestern Governors' Conference urge an end to the U.S. grain embargo against the Soviet Union.

The Republican governor's proposal was made on the second day of the 19th annual conference and will be considered by nine state chief executives today, the final day of the session.

"Agricultural embargoes are ineffective, depress prices, cost the taxpayers billions of dollars and jeopardize future sales of agricultural commodities," Thorne said. "The long-term consequence of sales suspensions is damaging to both agriculture and the nation."

"The Midwestern Governors' Conference supports action to end the current embargo and urges action to prevent future interference with private agricultural products to customers located in foreign countries," Thorne's proposed policy statement concluded.

President Carter ordered the partial grain embargo earlier this year in response to the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan.


"We are confronted today, not with the problem of how to make our trains run on time, but with the challenge of how to keep them running at all," said Thompson, who later was deposed chairman of the conference for the coming year, succeeding Missouri Gov. Joseph Teasdale.
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figures on a committee of local businessmen which was formed last May to better promote hockey throughout the South Bend area.

"We have been surprised and quite pleased with the response from the campaign. The biggest comment from the people we have approached for tickets has been that they were unaware that hockey tickets were even available. Since football and basketball are continuous events, they automatically assume hockey is as well. If anything, we have made people aware of Notre Dame hockey through this promotional campaign."

The committee, headed by South Bend city engineer Pat McMahon, a former Irish player, has worked to literally flood the metro areas of South Bend, Elkhart and LaPorte with billboards, newspaper ads and TV and radio advertisements promoting the entertainment value of Irish hockey.

"The top price for an adult ticket is $5," said Busick. "In terms of entertainment value, that's the best deal going in Michigan right now. We hope to work to make Notre Dame hockey more of an entertainment option for people in this area."

As of last Friday, some 650 season tickets for both nights of a series had been sold. Added to that figure are 371 season tickets for just the first night (Friday) of a series and 238 for the second evening. The end result of all this so far has been a significant increase in revenue for the program, which is the insurance policy to keeping the sport alive here. And the very life of the program was surely in question last year.

"The decisions which were ultimately reached by the University concerning our program have been just great," said Lefty Smith Irish coach. "Parity between the WCHA and the CCHA was reached about four years ago, so the move to enter the CCHA was hardly a step down for us. We think the brand of hockey will be every bit as good as it was in the past.

"Overall, the athletic department will be a much more sound program—we've even added some sports (lacrosse). It is certainly a very positive situation."

The current season ticket campaign officially ends Sept. 15. Although sale of general admission tickets will commence then, Busick said that season tickets will remain available after that time. He notes especially that he would like to see an increase in student season tickets.

"We've sold about 500 total season tickets (both nights, first and second nights included in this figure) to students. We would like to see that rise to 800. The student body has got to be a part of it all—it's their team. If we can't get 800 from the students, then something is wrong."

Colorado College may have scored on this one, but the Tigers won't be able to score on the Irish any more after this season, in league play that is. The Irish are packing up and leaving the WCHA at the conclusion of this season, bound for the more geographically compact CCHA.
In Leahy's official biography, *Slake Down the Thunder*, Wells Twombly tells a story about a rather unbecoming incident that Leahy allegedly was involved in. The details are not important, but Twombly adds this aside: "The story progresses from year to year until almost every Notre Dame player believes that it must have happened during his senior year. Maybe it really did happen, although nobody, not even Leahy himself, can substantiate it. But it is a part of a legend ... it sounds good and that is what Notre Dame is made of." And that is what Notre Dame is made of.

It was not different with Parseghian. In his 11 seasons in South Bend he was the object of much adulation — and more than his share of abuse. It may surprise some to know that more than few of his former players have, to this day, very little affection for Ara Parseghian. They supposedly hated him the way some players supposedly dislike Devine. They have credited Parseghian's assistants for his success the way some credit Devine's assistants for his. They claim Parseghian played little league schedules. They say he was a tyrant.

And now they're saying the same things about Dan Devine. Or at least things that have the same implications. David Israel, for instance, indulged himself in a recent issue of *Chicago Tribune*. He took bits of rumor and pieces of hearsay and brewed up a pretty vicious story about Devine. But it's no secret that Israel does not like Devine. Their feud is well-known in media circles. Nevertheless, some insist the vignettes Israel relates are true. Then again, some say they are unfair lies.

But that is not the issue here. What we're talking about is whether a man — any man — should have to tolerate the kind of abuse that every Notre Dame football coach seems to receive. The stories are all different, but the endings are the same. The man took on the job .. and the job won ... and that is what Notre Dame is made of!

Football tickets still available

Four of Notre Dame's five 1980 home football games are completely sold out, according to Irish ticket manager Mike Busick.

No tickets remain for the Purdue (Sept. 6), Michigan (Sept. 20), Miami (Oct. 11) or Army (Oct. 18) games slated for Notre Dame Stadium.

Some tickets do remain for the November 22 Air Force game — and they are available to the general public.

Air Force tickets can be ordered through the mail by writing to the Notre Dame Ticket Office, Athletic and Convocation Center, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. Tickets are $12 each, and there is a postage and handling charge of $1 per order.

All checks should be made payable to the University of Notre Dame.

Baseball team slates meeting

There will be a very important meeting both for returnees from the spring 1980 Notre Dame baseball team and any new candidate interested in trying out for the squad. All classes freshmen through senior are invited to the Wednesday meeting at 4:45 p.m. in the football auditorium in the ACC (enter gate 2). Please bring a pen or a pencil.

ND general tryout meeting
Men and Women

New basketball assistants

Mary DiStanislao, who was selected last spring by Richard "Digger" Phelps to guide the 1980-81 Notre Dame women's basketball team as head coach in its initial season, has selected her assistant coaches.

Pat Knapp, who has been the basketball coach at Bishop McDevitt High School in Scranton, Penn., for four seasons, will be DiStanislao's first assistant. Knapp, a graduate of Widener College in Chester, Pa., has served as a volunteer at many of the school's women's basketball camps.

Mary Murphy, a graduate assistant who played under DiStanislao for four years at Northwestern University, completes DiStanislao's staff. Murphy, the Wildcat's outstanding senior woman athlete last year, averaged 12.7 points per game her final year. Murphy's basketball talent earned her Kodak All-America honors as well as selection by the Dallas Diamonds of the women's professional basketball league in the May, 1980 draft.

Pete Gillen, the former assistant coach for both Villanova and the University of Hawaii, will join head coach Richard "Digger" Phelps' basketball staff. Gillen, a native of Brooklyn, N.Y., joins Tom McLaughlin as assistant coach for the Irish. A graduate of Fairfield University with a degree in English, Gillen was the freshman basketball coach at Brooklyn Prep High School before moving on to a head coaching position at Nazareth High School in 1970. Gillen replaces Scott Thompson on Phelps' staff. Earlier this year Thompson moved to the University of Arkansas to become the name of assistant coach.

More women's coaching changes

Sandy VanSailer, a native of Michigan, was named the new women's volleyball coach at Notre Dame in mid-1980. Her 1980 season marks her new women's campaign of play.

VanSailer served as a volunteer coach for the 1979 Irish squad which operated at the University Volleyball Center. She was one of five women's sports at Notre Dame, selected number five to be named varsity status by athletic director Edward W. Krause, April 10.

VanSailer received her bachelor of science degree in education from Indiana State in 1974. She completed her master's degree in education at Indiana State in 1977, in physical education.

Pete Wiese will assume the coaching duties for this year's Mary's field hockey squad/intercollegiate field hockey player at Valparaiso University, Wiese received her M.S. in education at Indiana University. She taught physical education at Albion High School in Michigan before joining the Belles' athletic staff this fall.

Jan Galen was appointed head coach of the Irish women's field hockey team by Notre Dame Athletic Director Edward W. Krause in mid-July.

Galen replaces Astrid Hotvedt who will devote full time to her administrative duties as coordinator of women's athletics and professional specialist in the University's physical education department.

The 22-year-old Galen, a native of Brooklyn, has recently completed her master's degree at Indiana University. She was graduated cum laude from Ursinus College in 1979 with a bachelor's degree in physical education.

While at Ursinus, Galen served as captain of the field hockey, gymnastics and tennis teams.

Galen, who also will work as an instructor in Notre Dame's phys-education department, taught swimming and diving as an associate instructor at Indiana and has taught tennis, gymnastics and field hockey at several summer camps.

Moher replaces Schafer

Ric Schafer, Lefry Smith's assistant hockey coach at Notre Dame for the past five seasons, resigned that position in early July to take the head coaching position at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks.

Schafer's position was filled later that month by 24-year-old Len Moher, a 1978 Notre Dame graduate and four-year Irish monogram winner as a goalstall- der. Moher owns several Irish records including the most assists by a goalie with 97 and the most saves in an overtime period (14).

Moher, who was working as an instructor and counselor at Notre Dame's hockey camp this summer, moved into the position immediately.

ND/SMC Tennis

New crowns, new coaches

While the rest of the student body had spread out around the country late last May, along separate paths, Notre Dame's men's tennis team took one final curtain call following last spring's sparkling 20-3 regular season ledger.

The place was Rochester, N.Y., and the event—the eastern Collegiate Tennis Championships.

The Irish wasted little time passing their 19 opponents in, clinching the team title a day before the finals were played.

Both the singles and doubles competitions were broken into two divisions with the number one doubles and the numbers one and two playing in the "A" Division and the two and three doubles and the three, four and five doubles playing in the "B" Division.

Of the possible four titles, Notre Dame took home three.

In the "A" doubles, now graduated Carlton Harris teamed with captain-elect Herb Hopwood to take the crown. Also in the "A" Division, Notre Dame's third doubles team of Jim Falvey and Tim Noonan, advanced to the semifinals before losing a close, eventual runner-up, Cornell.

Finally, in the "B" Division singles competition, junior Tom Hartzell delighted his family and hometown fans by winning the division championship.

Notre Dame's singles players advanced to the semifinal round of that competition with Hartzell defeating junior Dan Holmes, Hopwood falling to Colgate's Greg Finn in the round of four.

The ECCT title was the fourth for Notre Dame since 1966, the most times ever for a single school. The trophy has since been retired to South Bend.

New coaches

Sharon Petro will coach the Notre Dame women's tennis team again this fall, after a one year break as mentor for that team. Petro will take over the position she held for two years, replacing last year's coach, Jory Segal. Petro led the 1977 and 1978 Irish tennis teams to the IAIAW small college championships. Petro, an assistant professional specialist in the phys ed department, hails from Detroit, Mich. She completed her education at Eastern Michigan University with a master's degree after attending undergraduate school at Wayne State.

Petro is the former head coach of the Notre Dame hockey team, which finished among the top 16 teams in the nation in Division III competition last year.

Saint Mary's sophomore Patsy Coash earned a trip to Salisbury, Md., from her home state, when she competed for the American Inter-Collegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) tennis championships.

Coash posted a perfect record last year as the Belles' number one singles player. After winning the AIAW regional in May, the Kalamazoo, Mich., native fell short of a championship, finishing third nationally in the one singles division. The defeat was the first for Coash in college competition. She teamed up withophomore Maureen Firgald to capture fifth place in the number one doubles slot. The Belles' duo had been undefeated at the beginning of the season and the Maryland match handed the partners the first doubles defeat of their careers. 

Ginger Oakman, Saint Mary's newest tennis coach, joins the Belles' camp after an impressive tennis career. Oakman, who replaces former tennis coach Sandy Frey, is a 1971 graduate of Bowling Green University in Ohio, where she played varsity tennis and golf. Oakman reached the top national ranking while still in her junior year.

After competing on the Junior Whitman Cup team Oakman lettered three years at North Carolina University, where she participated in both tennis and golf.

Oakman coached for three years at North Carolina University, after initiating a women's tennis program there in 1975, Oakman taught tennis at South Bend's Raquet Club before she was hired at Saint Mary's.
Quarterback chosen, but mum's the word

by Michael Orman
Associate Sports Editor

The question has been answered!

Dan Devine said yesterday that the Irish coaching staff had reached a decision regarding the most asked question of recent times: "Who will be quarterback for the September 6 opener against Purdue?"

But don't hold your breath for a specific name. No one will be sure of that until game time.

"We know who the quarterback will be and who the backup will be," said Devine. "Barring injury, we now know how we'll go against Purdue."

But as to which of the four leading candidates will fill which role, Devine said that will be kept secret right up until kickoff. "We'll let everyone know at the same time that Michigan let us know last year," he said. "On the first play of the game."

It appears that a firm decision was arrived at during the last few days, probably following Saturday afternoon's closed-door intrasquad scrimmage in which each of the four leading quarterbacks played a quarter with the first team offense. Senior Mike Courey and Tim Koegel and freshmen Blair Kiel and Scott Grooms all looked equal in that contest. Senior Greg Knafelc has spent the last week in a sling with a strained right shoulder. When asked if the quarterbacks themselves knew what role they would fill, Devine responded, "That's not really relevant right now."

Courey and Koegel saw their most extensive action of 1979 in Notre Dame's 28-22 loss to Purdue. The two alternated at quarterback in place of injured starter Rusty Lisch. Both Kiel and Grooms were very highly rated by prep scouting services last year, both consistently in the top five.

Devine found himself in a very pleasant dilemma when drills began two weeks ago, with five healthy, quality quarterbacks to work with. He pointed out yesterday that many teams had to go far down their depth charts of quarterbacks last year, some as far as number six or seven before season's end, mostly because of injury.

In other news from Cartier Field, the depleted Irish offensive line was spread even thinner yesterday when a junior Todd Blumi limped off the field favoring his right knee. The extent of the injury was not immediately available, although it was not believed to be serious.

Last week's All-America candidate guard Tim Huffman, who was favored by prep scouting services as one of the instrumental candidates for a 739 winning percentage that ranks him eighth in the win-loss column. His record stands at 163-54-8.

Quarterback chosen, but mum's the word

Life A.D.: Could history repeat itself?

One year ago, almost to this very day, Dan Devine told a group of midwestern sports writers that he would definitely be around to see his 1979 freshmen recruits to the library auditorium. There he told his team that the 1980 football season would be his last at Notre Dame. A short while later, ABC broke the news to a national television audience during halftime of an NFL pre-season game.

His reasons, Devine claimed, were personal. His decision, he emphasized, was final.

But why? Why leave now, after two great recruiting years and a second only to Bear Bryant's among those still in the game. He wears a national championship ring, owns a plaque which proclaims him Coach of the Year in the NFL's National Conference, and he's logged time on the sidelines of every Notre Dame collegiate bowl game — both in and out of this country.

He could have packed it up years ago, neither he nor his stars nor his bankroll would have suffered.

But he stayed in the game... until now. Now, when the pressure that finally got to Ara Parseghian, that finally fired Terry Brennan, that finally killed Frank Leahy is on Dan Devine, he's decided to get out.

Pressure

You haven't felt it until you've inhabited the office of those men with long white suits. You say the President of this country feels pressure, I-er even he is insulated from most of it. The only indication he has of his love/hate rating is the number of times he is interrupted by a clock tick, or the number of times the White House once a week is insulated from most of it.

Which leaves most of us to sit and speculate on a lot of things surrounding this whole episode. Certainly the question of Devine's replacement must be resolved, as does not want to distract his team or take anything away from their season.

"But in fact," he concluded, "I don't want to talk about it any further. If you want to talk about the team, fine. If not, then I guess I have nothing more to say."

Which leaves most of us to sit and speculate on a lot of things surrounding this whole episode. Certainly the question of Devine's replacement must be resolved, as does not want to distract his team or take anything away from their season.

But still there is more to be answered about Dan Devine. When we talked in his office that night, with a national championship clock ticking on the wall and the dimmed light from two table lamps reflecting off his many plaques and trophies, I couldn't help but feel that this man doesn't really want to leave all this.

At least not yet.

"Football has been a great part of my life," he told me in an interview last spring. "I really can't imagine myself doing anything else."

"I just love coaching football."

Which may be the reason he's been at it so long, certainly neither money nor accolades could be his primary source of motivation, for Dan Devine has plenty of both. And he certainly has nothing to prove in the win-loss column. His record stands at 163-54-8 for a .739 winning percentage that ranks him eighth in that category among active coaches. His victory total is second only to Bear Bryant's among those still in the game. He wears a national championship ring, owns a plaque which proclaims him Coach of the Year in the NFL's National Conference, and he's logged time on the sidelines of every Notre Dame collegiate bowl game — both in and out of this country.

But that is not the case in room C-18 of the Athletic and Convocation Center. People send you hate mail, curse you when you lose, credit others when you win, connive to take your job and blast you mercilessly in public and private. And Dan Devine is not the first to take this beating.

"I don't know if this should be told, but they pushed him out... There wasn't any real reason. Not one you could explain."

The man quoted here is Notre Dame's famous Frank LaGrotta. He was talking about Notre Dame's famous coach, Frank Leahy.

Leahy in 1980 as a head coach — two at Boston College — Leahy won 107 games, lost 13 and tied nine for an 892 winning percentage that ranks second only to Knute Rockne's at Notre Dame. Still, they didn't like Frank Leahy. Still, they told stories about him. Still, the pressure finally forced him from his post.

Irish plan
CCHA move

for 1981-82

by Brian Beglane
Sports Writer

Breakaway—that's the nickname of an upgraded program in hockey for Notre Dame this year.

And break away—that's just what the Irish will be doing from the Western Collegiate Hockey Association after this season as well.

A two-month school shop moratorium and control on budget spending last spring have led to Notre Dame deciding to leave the WCHA for the more geographically compact CCHA—considered more resilient, less expensive—of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association after this year.

While this departure looms one year away, a campaign to fill more seats and generate more interest in this year's team began full scale over one month ago.

"We're not so far has resulted in the sale of over 1,200 season tickets," said Mike Beck, Notre Dame ticket manager and one of the instrumental
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